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A:bstract

Most two-phase flow me&urements, including void fi-action measurements, depend on correct flow
regime identification. Tbere are two steps towards sdccetsful identification of flow regimes: one is to
develop a non-intrusive instrument to demonstrate area-averaged void fluctuations, the other to develop a
non-linear mapping approach to perform objective identification of flow regimes. A non-intrusive
Impedance void-meter provides input signals to a neural mapping approach used to identify flow regimes.
After training, both supervised and self-organizing neural network learning paradigms performed flow
regime identification successfully. The methodology pesented holds considerable promise for multiphase
flow diagnostic and measurement applications.

1. Introduction Implicitly, definitions of flow regimes are
based on linguistic descriptions and graphical

Much effort has been made to eminate illustrations. 'Me visual flow pattern classifica-
dependence of two-phase flow measurements on tion is determined through subjective descrip-
flow regimes. Conventionally, the dawback was tions, which might vary for different viewers.
overcome by performing large scale measure- Many researchers have been working on
ments, during which local information had to be developing objective methodologies for flow
ignored or by predicting flow regunes based on regime identification. Jones and Zuber [1] depic-
inlet or outlet conditions of two-phase flow ted flow regimes with void raction fluctuations.
systems, which could not be asily determined To obtain statistical measurements in an air-
during most transient- processes. Hence, water two-phase flow through a rectangular
instrumental flow regime identification is of channel a linearized X-ray. void measurement
interest in the design, analysis and operation of system was employed. The probability density
many two-phase flow systems. In industrial sys- function (PDF) of void fraction was chosen as an
tems such as nuclear reactors, petroleum and objective flow pattern discriminator for the three
biomedical processing systems, it is also essen- dominant flow regimesi i.e., bubbly, slug and
tial to monitor flow regimes during normal and annular flow. Even though the approach of
transient operations especially for the purpose of Jones and Zuber's identifies flow re- es
enhancing plant safety. qualitatively, it is rather difficult to deploy in
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practical situations because of its use of neural network approaches to identify flow
radioactivity and its complicated construction. reaimes based on non-intrusive impedance

Some researchers conducted differential measurements.
pressure measurements to illustrate flow regimes
[2 3. However, with this technique, normally
volumetric void fraction or pressure fluctuations -2. Experimental Description
are measured, which vary with the distance of
test locations. In addition, some of the difficul- Information about void distfibutions and
ties an not be easily overcome due to the fluctuations was obtained by measuring the
presence of gas which might be trapped into the impedance of an air-water two-phase mixture in
pressure lines 4). the investigation. An ipedance void-meter was

There are two steps towards successful developed as a non-intrusive, multi-electrode
identification of flow regimes: one is to develop system capable of performing flow regime
a non-intrusive instrument to demonstrate area- identification and measuring void fraction for
averaged void fluctuations, the other to develop both horizontal and vertical two-phase flows.
a non-linear mapping approach to perform The impedance void-meter consists of a multi-
objective identification of flow regimes. In our electrode probe, multiplexers and an electronic
investigation, an impedance void-meter has been circuit, as shown in Fig. .
used for the fimt step. The fast responseof the The impedance probe was properly designed
impedance void-meter makes it possible to to be non-intrusive to the pipe and to operate
perform measurements in the case of a transient under the conditions of two-phase flow. A set of
condition as well as steady state. he impedance multiple electrodes (eight) are flush-mounted at
technique has some attractive economic features the insulated wall with an equal distance
as well, since it is normally much easier to between any pair of two adjacent electrodes.
implement than oher techniques. For the second Each pair of elect-odes provides one impedance
step, to avoid subjective judgments made by measurement. Therefore, a group of impedance
individuals, classifiers ought to be developed combinations can be measured in a cross-section
-using non-parametric methods capable of form of the pipe. 7be multiple electrode combinations
ing non-linear decisions to convert void fluctua- are intended to solve problems associated with
tions to flow regimes. Neural networks have the nonuniform distribution of phases. For good
been shown capable of non-linearly mapping mechanical and non-corrosive properties, stain-
arbitrary input to output if suitable training less steel was chosen as materials for electrode.
processes are performed [5). his is the primary Delrin a good electrical insulator, was used as a
motivation of this research for investigation of liner.
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Fig. 1. Impedance void-meter.
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The output of the circuit designed is directly curvilinear coordinate, and le is the interface
proportional to the measured impedance. between an electrode and the two-phase mixture.
Alternating current is supplied by a function From electromagnetic field theory, the electrical
generator at 100 kHz to the electrodes of the potential U satisfies the equation
impedance probe. The impedance circuit consists
of several parts including a buffer, a current- V1 = , (2)
voltage amplifier, a demodulator, a low-pass
filter and a voltage amplifier. The circuit is cali- Given that all boundary conditions are well
brated by a set of resistors and very good defined, the electrical potential distribution in the
linearity has been obtained. The impedance flow field, U, can be determined uniquely and
void-meter could be adapted for void fraction accordingly, the impedance, G. can also be
measurements of multiphase flow with liquids of uniquely determined 7 If the process is
different electrical conductivities and different inverted, i.e., impedance combinations are
probe sizes by adjusting the input range of the measured and the potential distribution is
circuit. inferred, it is possible to reconstruct the cross-,

A vertical test loop was constructed and sectiona .I image of a void distribution in a
instrumented specially for this investigation 6]. tomographic sense, ( 'The present research,
The inside diameter of the test section is 50.8 however, has been limited to flow regime
mm. In the experiments, de-ionized water and identification). This implies that impedance
air were used as liquid and gas respectively. combinations include sufficient information
Both gas nd liquid superficial velocities could about void distributions, and that the fast
reach speeds over 10 m/s. xperiments were response of the impedance void-meter can
conducted at room temperature and ambient almost instantaneously report void fluctuations.
pressure. The probe of the impedance void-meter If PDFs of volurnetric-averaged void
was installed on the test section. The data fraction are acquired, results might depend on
acquisition system included a COMPAQ 486 the size of probes and flow regime transitions
PC, DAS-1801HC A/D board and VIEWDAC might not be exhibited clearly.. It should be
data acquisition software. The DAS-1801HC stressed that only area-averaged void fction
board features continuous, high speed, gap-free fluctuations can demonstrate flow regmies in-
data acquisition. An on-board FIFO buffer and dependently, not volume-averaged void fraction
dual channel DMA allows the acquisition of fluctuations. Hence, in this work, the length of
large amounts of data without losing data. electrodes in the impedance void-meter was
VEEWDAC is a highly integrated data acquisi- designed to be about I cm in order to meet the
tion environment. With VIEWDAC, acquisition, requirement of measuring area-averaged void
manipulation, and analysis of large data sets fraction. The transparent acrylic pipe along the
resulting from long duration or high speed test section allows visualization of flow regimes,
acquisition is easy. and to relate them to impedance fluctuations

associated with void fluctuations. Due. to the

symmetry of vertical flows, essentially, each
3. Flow Signatures from Impedance flow pattern can be revealed by impedance

Measurements combinations from a pair of diagonal electrodes

and a pair of neighboring electrodes. The
Analytically, the impedance between a pair following discussion is mainly foc .used on

of electrodes, G, can be expresse .d as diagonal impedance signals. 

Vertical two-phase flows are often

G �Ld, (1) categorized into single liquidphasefiow,.bubbly-
V f CH floiv, slugflow, churnflow, wtnularflow and

single gay flow. All impedance signals are
processed and transformed into dimensionless

where a is the conductivity of liquid, U is the quantities in the range (0, 1). Impedance signals
electrical potential, V is the imposed potential are almost linearly related to void fraction. The
difference between the electrodes, n is the relationship can be cross-calibrated with 'other
direction normal to the wall curve, I is techniques. In the case of a single phase liquid
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or gas flow, the signal of the impedance void- annular flow is a separated flow in case that gas
meter is close to one or zero, respectively. phase flows through the pipe center and only

Flow recimes are characterized by various thin liquid film is attached on the wall of the
patterns of void distribution in a cross-section pipe. Both roll wave and ripple wave can be
and along flow direction. Basically, in a cross- found in Fig. 5(a). This is also the reason for the
section of a two-phase pipe Dow, when various fact that the PDFs of annular flow are skew
small circular interfaces between dispersed toward one side as shown in Fig. 5(b).
bubbles and continuous liquid are scattered
randomly, bubbly flow can be recognized. Area-
averaged void fraction fluctuates around an 4. Neural Mapping
averaged value and accordingly, the maxi-mum
impedance value might not e less than 04. Neural computing (NC) attempts to emulate
This description an be illustrated by real-time some of the workings of the human brain,
signals from the ipedance void-meter, as certainly the most complex computing system in
shown in Fig. 2(a). Assuming that the relative existence, capable of thinking, remembering and
motion of two phases is a random process, the problem solving. An essential characteristic of
probability density functions of impedance NC is that it uses artificial neurons and networks
values can be obtained in the time. The results to perform arbitrarily nonlinear mappings and
are shown in Fig. 2b). The PDFs can be discover hidden relations in various data patterns
considered as a Gaussian distribution. [7].

Bubbly flow will change into slug flow
when void fraction increases above 25-401/.
Geometrically, slug flow can be viewed as a 4. 1. Fundamentals of Neural Networks

combination of bubbly flow and annular flow. A In analogy with the biological neuron,
typical unit of slug flow consists of a Taylor which is the fundamental cellular unit of the
bubble, similar to downward annular flow, and a brain's nervous system, an artificial neuron is the
liquid slug, in which small bubbles are elementary processing unit of artificial neural
surrounded by continuous liquid. Impedance networks. An artificial neural network can be
signals of slug flow in the time domain are defined as a data processing system consisting of
shown n Fig. 3a). At any instant, signals are a large number of simple, highly-interconnected
similar to either annular or bubbly flow. This is artificial neurons. Irbese processing elements are
the reason for the appearance of two peaks in the usually organized into a sequence of layers with
PDF of the diagonal impedance signal shown in full or random connections between the layers.
Fig. 3b). This aangement is shown in Fig. 6 where the

Usually chum flow can be considered as a input layer is a buffer that presents data to the
transition region between slug and annular flow. network [5]. The top layer is the output layer
Transitions between chum flow and other flows which receives the output response to a given
are not as clear as the transition between bubbly input. The other layer (or layers) is called the
flow and slug flow. Stable Taylor bubbles can
not exist and liquid bridges am broken due to mtennediate or hidden layer because it usually
higher gas flow rates. In Fig. 4a), the signals of has no connections t the outside world.
impedance void-meter exhibit this complex Typical.ly the inpu� hidden and output layers are

designated the .1h phenomenon rather clearly. Compared with slug J and kth . layers, respec-
flow, in Fig. 4b), the PDFs of chum flow show tive
that the peak associated with liquid slug is A typical neural network is `ful.ly-
getting lower and eventually disappears as gas connected," which means that there is a
flow rate increases. The fluid motion is so connection between each of the neurons in any
complex that it can not be described with regular given layer with each of the neurons in the next
geometric shapes. layer as shown in Fig. 6 In all cases, these

For annular flow, signals from the impe- connections have weights that must be trained,
dance void-meter, shown in Fig. 5(a), are quite that is, adjusted through'a leaming algorithm to
the opposite of those obtained from bubbly flow. best eflect the underlying relation between
Geometrically, they have. completely different known inputs and outputs. When known input
distributions. For relatively lower flow rates, and output are presented to the network and the
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Fig. 2(a). Diagonal and neighboring impedance signals in a bubblyflow.
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Fig. 2b). Probability density functions of impedance signals in a bubblyflow.
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Fig. 3a). Diagonal and neighboring ipedance signals in a lugflow.
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Fig. 3b). Probability density functions of impedance signals in a slugflow.
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Fig. 4(a). Diagonal and neighboring impedance signals in a churnflow.
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Fig. 4b). Probability density functions of impedance signals in a churnflow.
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Fig. 5(a). Diagonal and neighboring impedance signals in an annularflow.
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Fig. 6 Example of an artificial neural network architecture.

weight modification is supervised by an error [8]. This suggests that classifiers should be
minimization algorithm the entire process is developed using non-parametric methods which
called supervised learning, while when the are capable of forming non-linear decisions.
network is psented with inputs which it Both a supervised and a self-organizing neural
clusters to related categories by itself, it is network were developed to identify flow re-
known as self-organized neural network. NC gunes. A personal computer, COMPAQ prolinea
uses supervised learning for approximating 5 1 00, was used for neural computing.
complex mappings and self-organizing neural
networks for discovering relations hidden in Supervised Neural Network
various data pattems. Both approaches are used A supervised multi-layer neural network
for flow regime identification as seen in generalizes on the tasks for which it is trained,
subsequent sections. and provides the correct answer when presented

Neural networks can generally be used to with a new input pattern, which is different from
perform a mapping f: M -+ E where, the the inputs in the training sets. A neural network
domain M is the yper-space of accessible architecture was designed to realize the function
variables such as impedance combinations and, of flow regime identification. The mean and
the output range E is a set of indicators standard deviation values of two-phase mixture
describing quantitative categories of flow impedance between two-diagonal electrodes and
regimes. After training them with known output, between two-neighbor electrodes were chosen to
supervised networks receive impedance signals represent characteristics of void fluctuations and
as inputs and produce output quantifying flow used as inputs of the neural network. The outputs
regimes. Meanwhile, self-organizing networks are indicators of flow regimes, such as liquid
can categorize flow patterns through training single phase, bubbly flow, slug flow, chum flow,
even without a known output. Such capabilities annular flow and air single phase, as shown in
were exploited for flow identification. Fig. 7 The function rainbp in the Neural

Network Toolbox of MATLAB was used to train
4.2. Modeling Approach the network. The Neural Network Toolbox

provides a complete neural network engineering
Two-phase flow regimes are difficult to be environment within ATLAB. It features com-

identified by traditional classifier system designs prehensive support for the design, training, and
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simulation of many proven network paradigms, determined so that the neural network could
from basic perceptron models to advanced match the statistics presented as inputs with the
associative and self-organizing networks. The outputs associated with flow patterns. Given an
inputs for training were obtained by a series of input, it took less than I second to compute
measurements, while liquid flow rate was kept output through the neural network.
constant and gas flow rate increased for each run
and void fraction ranged from to 1. The Se�(-organizing Neural Network
known output for training was determined A self-organizing neural network is a two-
according to the records of visual observations layer network that can cluster input into several
made during the data acquisition processes. The categories which include similar objects. The
maximum number of training epochs was number of categories should be specified
10,000 Tining time was about hours. To subjectively. 'Me classified results of the neural
improve performance of the neural network, the network can show the inherent relations aong
training process can aways be continued. After the patterns that feature the input involved.
training, the weight and bias in each neuron were

INPUT OUTPUT
XI

'x2 0 MULTI-LAYER
NEURAL y

x3 NETWORK

x4

XI: Mean of diagonal impedance;
x2: Standard deviation of diagonal impedance;
x3: Mean of neighboring impedance;
x4- Standard deviation of neighboring impedance;
y: Flow regime indicator.

Fig. 7 Supervised neural network chissifier.

C) C) OUTPUT

XI x2 4 INPUT

XI: Mean of diagonal impedance
x2: Standard deviation of diagonal impedance

Fi2. 8. Four-node self-organizing neural network classifier.
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Usually, vertical two-phase flows can be standard deviation values of two-phase flow
divided into four categories bubbly flow, siu- impedance between diagonal electrodes were
flow, chum flow and annular flow. Hence, chosen as input. The experimental data were the
initially, four nodes were chosen in the output same as those used in the training of the
layer of a self-organizing neural network, as -supervised neural network. These measurements
shown in Fig. 8. The mean and standard were denoted as experimental point I to point
deviation values of two-phase flow impedance 28. The maximum number of training epochs
between diagonal electrodes are selected as input was 10,000. Training time was 30 minutes. After
of the neural network. The experimental data training, the network successfully classified the
were obtained by a series of measurements experimental points to the seven nodes. For an
ranging from bubbly flow, slug flow, chum flow input, computing time of output was less than I
to annular flow. These msurements were second.
named as experimental point I to point 28.
Dufing training, the output layer of the neural
network adjusted its weights so that each node 5. Results of Flow Regime Identification
responded strongly to one group of experimental
points which included similarly inherent features To test the supervised neural network, a set
of vertical two-phase flows. The maximum of data that were different from the data used for
number of training epochs was 10,000. Training training was applied. The testing data were
time was about 20 minutes. To improve obtained in another series of measurements
performance of the neural network, the training while void fraction ranged from to 1. These
process can always be continued. After training, measurements are named as point I through
the neural network classified these experimental point 28. For these experimental points, flow
points to four nodes. For an input, computing regimes were also determined based on visual
time of output was less than I second. observation. By inputting the testing data to the

Normally there is no clear boundary neural network, tested output was obtained.
between two adjacent patterns in two-phase Comparing the observed flow regimes with the
flow, Le, one pattern changes to another pattern tested results, as shown in Table 1, it can be seen
gradually with transition regions found between that the testing results agreed very well with the
adjacent patterns. Therefore, vertical two-phase observed flow regimes except for point 14,
flow might be divided into seven patterns: which was in the transition region between slug
bubbly flow, nsition region between bubbly flow and churn flow. Hence, it may be conclud-
flow and slug flow, slug flow, transition region ed that the supervised neural network classifier
between slug flow and chum flow, chum flow, successfully identified flow regimes in vertical
transition region between chum and annular two-phase flows. he performance of the our-
flow, annular flow. Accordingly, another self- node self-organizing neural network was aso
organizing neural network was designed with tested. It has been found in Table 2 that the
seven nodes in the output layer. The mean and neural network associated bubbly flow, slu flow

Table 1. Comparison between observed flow regimes and classified results of the supervised neural
network classifier.

Observed Tested Results

Flow Regimes Bubbly Flow Slug Flow Chum Flow Annular Flow

Bubbly Flow points: 1 2 3 4,
5,6 7

Slug Flow points: 8 9 10, point 14
11, 12 13

Chum Flow points: 15, 6, 17,
18,19,20,21

Annular Fow points: 22, 23, 24,
1 25,26,27,28
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Table 2 Comparison between observed flow regimes and classified results of the four-node self-organizing
neural network classifier.

Observed Tested Results

Flow Regimes Node I Node 2 Node 3 Node 4

Bubbly Flow points: 1 2 3 4,
5 6 

Slug Flow points: 8 9 1 0, point 14
11, 12 13

Chum Flow points: 15, 16, 17, point 20
18 19

Annular Flow points: 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27 28

Bubbly Flow Slug Flow Chum Flow Annular Flow

chum flow and annular flow with different nodes which cap-bubbles were observed, were
automatically. Hence, it can be considered that classified into bubbly flow. That the neural
node I corresponded to bubbly flow, node 2 to network groups them into node 2 correspon-
slug flow, node 3 to chum flow and node 4 to ding to the tansition region between bubbly
annular flow. The cassified results of the self- and slug flcw is a mdonal decision.
organizing network revealed the natural In node 4 which corresponds to the
relationships among the various pattems of the transition region between slug and chum
experimental points. Them was a slight flow, most points are grouped from slug
deference between the observed flow regimes flow. Typically, in a 0.8 mm vertical pipe
and the classified results. Experimental point 14 it is not easy for Taylor bubbles to hold
was oserved as slug flow, but classified by the regular shapes. In some cases, these are too
network into node 3 i.e., corresponding to chum fuzzy for an observer to cssify them into
flow. Experimental point 20 was observed as either slug flow or chum flow. They are
chum flow, but classified by network into node really in a ransition region as classified by
4, i.e., corresponding to annular flow. In ft, the seven-node self-organizing neural
points 14 and 20 belonged to transition regions network.
between flow regimes. In node 6 points are grouped from chum

It is interesting to examine the results of the flow and annular flow. Therefore, this is the
seven-node self-organizing neural network. In transition region between churn flow and
Table 3 the observed flow regimes and the annular flow.
classified results of seven-node self-organizing
neural network were compared with each other. It can be concluded that the self-organizing
If seven nodes are related to seven patterns as neural network can reveal both the natural
shown in the bottom line of Table 3 the relations hidden among various patterns and the
following can be found: ti-drisition regions reasonably well.

• Each experimental point is grouped correctly
into the observed flow regime or a transition
region close to the observed flow regime. 6. Conclusions

• Only the points close to transition regions
are grouped into transition regions. To perform flow regime identification, a

• In node 2 all points grouped belong to diagnostic system employing a multi-electrode
bubbly flow, based on visual observation. impedance void-meter and neural networks has
Me reason is that when flow regimes were been developed. The experimental results have
recorded, the Taylor bubble was regarded as shown that fluctuations of area-averaged void
a 'Symbol of slug flow, and all points, in fraction can be related to the output signals of
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Table 3 Comparison between observed now regimes and classified results of the seven-node sf-
organizing neural network classifier.

Observed Tested Results

Flow Node I Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node Node 6 Node 7
Regimes
Bubbly points points: 5 6,
Flow 1 2 3 7

4
Slug points: points I ,
Flow 8 9 10 12, 13 14

Chum point 15 points: 16, points: 19,
Flow 17, 18 20

Annular point 21 points: 22,
Flow 23,24,26,

27,28
Bubbly Transition Slug Transition Chum Transition Annular

Flow Region Flow Region Flow Region Flow
between between between

Bubbly and Slug and Chum and
Slug Chum Annular

the impedance meter, and the signatures of flow le Interface between an electrode and
regimes, such as single liquid phase, bubbly fluids
flow, slug flow, chum flow, annular flow, as U Electrical potential
well as single gas phase, have been clearly V Imposed electrical potential difference
exhibited by the statistical properties of the X Input
impedance signals. Hence, ipedance signals Y output
have been employed as the input of neural
network classifiers of flow patterns. 7.2. Greek Symbols

Both supervised and self-organizing neural
network classifiers were developed to identify Cr Electric conductivity
flow regimes. For vertical two-phase flows, it
has been shown that neural networks are
appropriate classifiers of flow regimes. Fur- 8. Acknowledgments
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